
The Pillar Booth for Two
Specifications



The Pillar Booth for Two
Have private conversations without needing to whisper. 
The Pillar Booth for Two accommodates small meetings, 
1-on-1 conversations and coaching sessions. The same 
quality and comfort as The Pillar Booth, but with space 
for two.

Suitable for any type of floor plan, Pillar Booths are used in 
offices, universities, libraries, apartment buildings, warehouses, 
and beyond. Made in the USA with incredible attention to 
detail, audio engineering, and comfort, it is no surprise that 
Pillar Booth is the fastest growing phone booth brand.
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Pillar Booths are designed to be 
the industry-leader in sustainability, 
comfort, and durability.

Sustainable

Sustainably designed with eco-friendly wood, removable 
acoustic panels and an occupancy sensor to conserve energy.

Quick Assembly
The assembly of each Pillar Booth is minimal and takes less 
than an hour with two people using only an allen wrench.

High Quality Materials

Made in the USA with a durable steel frame, shatterproof 
door, and UL listed lighting and electrical components.

Code + Compliance

Pillar Booths align with building and local regulations without 
expensive modifications.

Total Cost Of Ownership

Pillar Booths are built to last and offer features that allow the 
booth to adapt to any space without additional expense.

Made In America

Assembled in Chicago, Pillar Booth works with local suppliers 
for access to specialty parts, sustainable materials, and related 
processes.



Standard features

Custom 
features

01  Active Ventilation
Four fans work together to 
refresh the air in the booth 
once per minute, providing 
significantly better ventilation 
than other privacy booths.

04  Power + Connectivity
USB A+C ports, outlets and 
an ethernet port ensure you 
can connect all your devices at 
one time.

02  LED Lighting
Motion activated LED lights 
help to conserve energy and 
create a well-lit environment 
for video conferencing and 
focused work.

05  Fire Supression
Simply unscrew the sprinkler 
cap to install the sprinkler 
piping through a pre-drilled 
hole in the ceiling.

Casters
Lockable casters provide an easy 
way to move booths around 
your office or facility, maximizing 
flexibility as your privacy needs 
evolve.

AV Kit
Seamlessly integrate a monitor 
or CPU into your booth for video 
conferencing.

Custom Colors + Finishes
Add door graphics + choose
your acoustic panel fabric colors,
external wood, and more.
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06  Seismic Anchors
Anchor your booth to the 
floor with Pillar Booth’s 
standard glides which can 
easily be bolted to the 
ground.

03  Removable Acoustic Panels
Removable and cleanable 
acoustic panels maximize 
sound absorption and acoustic 
performance.
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Specifications
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Exterior
82.7” W x 42.5” D x 89.8” H
82.7” W x 44.5” D x 89.8” H (with handle)
79.4” D (with door open)

Interior
77.6” W x 38” D x 81” H

Weight
850 lbs

Door
3/8” thick polycarbonate

Airflow 

72 ft3/min  |  4 fans

Power 
2 outlets   |   2 USB ports
120v   |   3 prong plug   |   5.5 ft. length 
UL listed

Lighting
Four 2.5” diameter puck lights 
468 Lumens lasting 50,000 hours

Connectivity
Ethernet, CAT6e 

Color + fabric options

White Black Silver Oak
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Power Cable

Standard colors

Custom colors and finishes
Add door graphics + choose your acoustic panel fabric colors, external wood, and more.

COM is available upon approval and testing of the material. Custom solutions can add lead-time & cost based on 
material & availability. All customizations are priced at the time of ordering. Please contact sales@pillarbooth.com.

Ultramarine BalticWedgewood Verte PapierClaret Accent Amethyst

Standard fabrics

FlannelGrey Mix 

Warranty
Pillar Booths have a 3-year limited warranty covering defects in parts, materials, or the 
product as a whole. Read more about our warranty offerings here: www.pillarbooth.com/
pages/warranty
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